SECTION 06415CPR COUNTERTOPS

PART 1 - GENERAL

1.01 This section shall include interior counterwork including plastic laminates, cast plastic, stone, lab tops, resins etc.

1.02 Solid surfacing fabricators and installers shall have recent certification. Proof of certification shall be part of the submittal package.

PART 2 - PRODUCTS

2.01 PLASTIC LAMINATE

A. Plastic laminate shall not be used in moist areas; instead, a solid surface material (cast plastic, stone, stainless steel etc.) shall be used.

B. All laminate substrates shall be plywood.

2.02 The following cast plastic countertop manufacturers shall be used for the conditions listed unless otherwise approved by a Brown University Project Manager.

   AVONITE
   CORIAN
   SAMSUNG
   WILSON ART

2.03 Manufactured or natural stone countertops are permissible.

2.04 Backsplash shall be a minimum of 4”. Chemical welding shall not be required.

2.05 Solid surface shall be used for recycling counters. Coordinate cutouts with University standards.

END OF SECTION